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The same Perpetrators who put Abraham Lincoln up for election as "a" President instead of The President owed to this country have also practiced a wide range of other substitution schemes of the same kind, applied to other things.

In addition to having the Presidents of foreign Municipal Corporations substituted for the Presidents of our unincorporated sovereign government organizations, we have had a glittering array of false Confederations and false Federations, too.

Just because something is called a Confederation or a Federation does not mean that it is "The" Confederation or "The" Federation that we all think of. The same way the Perpetrators substituted "a" President for The President, they have substituted "a" Confederation for The Confederation and "a" Federation for The Federation and "a" Union for The Union.

Our national level government which represents the joined soil jurisdictions of all our states acting together is The Union of our nation states.

But notice, that during the Civil War, the same words, "the Union" were applied to the alliance of northern States of States (former members of The Confederation formed in 1781) and the British Territorial Municipal Subcontractors doing business as the United States of America, Inc.

The only thing that gives us a clue that The Union isn't the same thing as the Union is the capitalization of the definite article, "The" --- and if people know nothing about English Grammar and Proper Names, they will pass right over that important difference
and assume that The Union of our nation states fought in The American Civil War.

Both The Union and the Federation decried the violence and wanted to do what other countries did to end slavery --- buy the slaves at public expense, and set them free. Abraham Lincoln insinuated himself into position as "a" President, and the British-run Municipal Corporation Subcontractor that he actually represented got its way by deceit.

Individual men and women from the States participated in the so-called Civil War, but knowingly or unknowingly, they did so as mercenaries enlisted by States of States which, then and now, are all business organizations functioning as contractors/service vendors of the actual States.

What these States of States and their British Territorial Allies did--- the promotion of war for profit despite later efforts to dignify it as a fight to end slavery --- was not allowed nor condoned by any service contract we had with them.

We note the results: the privately owned slaves were redefined as slaves owned by the public. The original slave owners were robbed and defrauded and the new slave owners acting as False Trustees of the public property profited themselves via the scam.

The actual organic States remained neutral, their soldiers and civilian population uncommitted to either side. The entire conflict remained a Mercenary Conflict between rival business interests from beginning to end.

This is how things get confused --- a combination of ignorance, duplicity, and false assumptions.

People who don't know the difference between States and States of States are easily misled, a little undisclosed duplicity and a misnomer or two, like calling the Civil War Mercenary Conflict "the War Between the States" has the public making wrong assumptions both about the nature of the conflict and who the combatants were.

Just as there are many constitutions all over the world, and not just our Federal Constitutions, there are many foreign Federations and Confederations, too, but so long as people remain unaware of this, it's easy to confuse them and pull the same old trick, substituting "a" Federation or "a" Confederation for The Federation of States or The Confederation of States of States referenced in our history.
For example --- a Scottish Municipal Corporation booted up in 1868 ---this was a foreign commercial corporation merely calling itself "The United States of America". It omitted the word "Incorporated" from its literature and so hid the fact of its nature as a commercial corporation. Using this deceit by omission, it substituted itself for our Federation of States. It also declared itself to be a Federation of States, with two very important and undisclosed differences.

(1) The Scottish Interloper was a British Territorial Municipal Corporation in no way related to, much less the same as, our unincorporated American Federation of States. They impersonated our unincorporated Federation of States, infringed on our venerable trademarks, and hid their status as a foreign incorporated entity in order to gain unauthorized access to our credit---- in exactly the same way as a modern day credit card hacker impersonates their victims and pretends to be the owner of the account.

(2) The Scottish Interloper also misrepresented the nature of the "member States" in their Federation. Our Federation's members are all organic States with physical substance. Their Federation's members were all incorporated franchises operated as Territorial States of States. So not only were the members of their Federation not States, but they were incorporated franchises of the parent Municipal Corporation, having no independence of their own. They used another semantic deceit to hide this from the public: "States of States" are also called "Confederate States" so they simply omitted the word "Confederate" and pretended that their "States" were the same as our States.

Their deceit and the substitution of their foreign corporation impersonating our unincorporated Federation of States was premeditated, as reflected in the 1864 Act of Parliament known as the Naval Agency and Distributions Act. Their adoption of incorporated status allowed them to go bankrupt in 1907 at public expense, however, the wrong "public" was charged for it. The American Public was charged for it, instead of the Scottish Government responsible.

We still struggle with this kind of fraud. There is a corporation housed in India that is using our name to front yet another impersonation scheme as we write this, and there is still nothing in international parlance to prevent this kind of infringement and national-level identity theft. Perhaps the Indian Government would like it if we sent Agents to Japan, set up a Municipal Corporation "in their name" and impersonated their Government? Then borrowed their credit under False Pretenses?

We wish for a global and permanent ban on this kind of activity and enforcement by
the global community against the Perpetrators, both organizational Perpetrators and individuals.

We wish for universal understanding of the fact that sovereign governments can never be incorporated. Sovereign governments can charter corporations and those corporations can "incorporate" franchises. This process does not work in reverse. So also, it is impossible for sovereign governments to go bankrupt.

The Scottish Interlopers even set up an extra "Constitution" for themselves, the so-called Corporate Constitution published in 1868 to expedite the rest of their fraud.

They published a copy of what they called The Constitution of the United States of America with three tiny alterations, and redefined this document to serve in a completely different jurisdiction of the law. As everyone knows, our Constitutions are the Law of the Land, but these consummate schemers contrived to make it the Law of the Sea with no Public Notice or Disclosure.

The "Articles" were now taken to be Articles of Incorporation and the "Amendments" were redefined as By-Law Amendments that didn't need any ratification by the actual States.

The members of the Territorial Congress were also redefined and were no longer operating as Fiduciary Deputies owing good faith service to the people of this country; they were now operating as proxies and "representatives" elected by the shareholders of their corporation, the Scottish entity doing business as The United States of America, Incorporated.

We are sometimes asked -- why Scotland? Who would ever suspect Scotland of being involved in something so unimaginable ---- a national-level identity theft scheme?

The answer is actually written upon the entire history of Scotland as a Maritime Government and member of the Admiralty. The preponderance of the most famous Bar Attorneys have always come from Scotland, and it is entirely predictable that this unlawful conversion and impersonation scheme would arise in Scotland and be promoted by the Government of Westminster and the British (Imperial, as in Roman) Crown Corporation headquartered in the Inner City of London.

These institutions and their Municipal Corporations have been the hot-bed of every kind of bank fraud and criminal misuse of military power imaginable ever since their Templar Forefathers set up their forward bases as independent international city-state
enclaves in the 1100s; embedded like cancerous tumors in the surrounding body politic, these enclaves operate under foreign law and perverse assumptions beneficial to themselves alone, and require separate treaties among nations --- which they don't hesitate to break, as in this case.

The banks, members of this perverse and hidden "City Government", knew and did nothing to protect their American depositor's identities, assets or credit, thereby becoming knowing and willing accomplices to these crimes --- and still liable for them.

The fraud and the impersonation and the substitution schemes are wide and deep, with foreign incorporated entities pretending to be unincorporated American organizations, substituting their "Presidents" for our President, our State of State organizations for their Territorial and Municipal State of State organizations, their Federations of Confederate "States" for our Federation of organic States, their Confederations of foreign State of State franchises for our Confederation of States of States, and they even managed to an extent, to obscure the nature of the Federal Republic, as a separate business entity operated by the States of America.

As recently as last year, Donald Trump, the President of the British Territorial Municipal Corporation Subcontractor, was offering to occupy our assumed-to-be vacant Federal Republic for us. We declined the offer and observed that as our Government is in Session, the Federal Republic is occupied by our Federation of States, which is fully competent to exercise all the powers that were delegated to our American Federal Subcontractor doing business as the States of America.

This pattern of British-instigated deceit and usurpation runs throughout all of these events impacting our country and all the other victims of what we shall call the "Territorial Occupation Scheme" by which Undeclared British Agents have acted in Breach of Trust and Commercial Service Contracts to establish illegal military occupation of friendly nations. They simply came in the guise of friends and public servants providing services as known and trusted vendors, and then clandestinely substituted their corporation's administration of the nation's military for the natural administration of the military by the national government.

Think of this as a giant unlawful conversion scheme by the Municipal Corporations against the national governments of friendly nations throughout the world, allowing those responsible to establish illegal coercive and practical control over the military forces of entire countries. This is how a British-run Municipal Corporation, SERCO, became the Paymaster for the United States Military. This is how the Great White Fleet
established a foreign military administration over Australia's Armed Forces without firing a shot. These takeovers are hidden in plain sight with no disclosure given to the public and no lawful authority for any of it.

It is all completely unlawful substitution and unlawful conversion of assets and empowerments of national governments by foreign Municipal Corporation Subcontractors acting as Employees that are in Gross Breach of Trust and acting in violation of their actual Service Contracts -- the land jurisdiction Constitutions that allow these Municipal Corporations access to our shores, and in our case, even define the basis for the existence and structure of these same entities.

The one thing that all these substitution scams have in common is that they strive to substitute European imposters operating outside their natural jurisdiction for our American government organizations and they deliberately seek to confuse their organizations and offices and even their elections with ours.

Billions of dollars are now poured into and wasted on private Municipal Corporation elections that have been deceitfully substituted in the public eye for our public elections; this inordinate emphasis on electing undisclosed proxy-holders and foreign corporation officers is a reflection of the wealth and power these jokers obtain as our purported "representatives".

We wish for the world to realize these people do not represent us in the capacities that they have merely assumed in the same sense that a character might assume a role in a play. They have no authority vested in them to assume our Public Offices or pretend to assume our Public Offices, and as we have seen, they do not operate under the required Oaths of Office --- so they well and truly are pretending to be American Government officials when they are not actually operating in any such capacity.

The only actual offices these Pretenders have, are as British Territorial or City-based Municipal Corporation "officers" having no more actual power or authority than the similar officers running General Motors Company, Inc. / GMC or International Business Machines, Inc. / IBM, and so on. These characters, as in characters in a book, have been operating under color of law and illegally and unlawfully abusing the powers of government for their own unjust commercial advantage and unjust enrichment.

We wish for people everywhere to realize the conditions of deceit and manipulation and violence that the American People have lived under at the hands of these criminal Municipal Corporation "Service Providers" for over 150 years.
All the hatred and invective misaddressed to "the Americans" needs to be focused on these foreign Municipal Corporations that have hijacked administrative functions of our government and purloined authorities never vested in them. They, not we, have engaged in the endless promotion of wars for profit and the practice of attacking and bullying and coercing other countries and other nations. They, not we, have acted as False Friends and Predators. They, not we, have promoted False Flag events and False Claims, such as the "weapons of mass destruction" claims made against Iraq by then-President George W. Bush.

These foreign Municipal Corporations, hired as Service Vendors, have abused our Good Names and assets for their own unjust enrichment, and have unleashed a Culture of Crime on our shores and have imposed a form of Corporate Feudalism on dozens of countries that have been similarly defrauded and misrepresented. Via their non-consensual administrative meddling and false claims of debt, they have insinuated themselves into positions of power never granted to them and all the worst of it stems from Britain and British Banks and British Insurers and Underwriters.

America has been used as a giant sock puppet by these unscrupulous and criminal elements, which have by turns terrified us and terrified the rest of the world. These are the actual Terrorists we are all fighting --- men in very nice tweed suits and their hirelings, undermining entire national governments for the glory of England and Rome. We do not consider acts of pernicious deceit and premeditated commercial crime against loyal allies, employers, and friendly nations to be a glory of any kind.

We also do not consider this a political issue of any kind. Everything that we are describing herein and throughout our presentation lands squarely in the category of commercial crime, breach of contract, Breach of Trust, fraud of various kinds, and inland piracy.

We have identified the head of the snake insofar as actual implementation goes, and it comes down to the operators of the United States of America Corporation, the City-operated Municipal Corporation Subcontractor doing business as the DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, also called "the DOD" or "PENTAGON", SERCO, and their specific groups of franchise operations doing business as the FBI, DOJ, CIA, DHS, FEMA, BATF and so on. These Subcontractors have gone completely rogue and have liberally used their franchises as "Agencies" to attack their own Employers as well as billions of innocent civilians worldwide who have been impacted by the so-called Covid-19 Pandemic, a genocidal theft of property interest in our DNA, truthfully called a "live exercise" by former U.S. Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo.
Once again, we see the "dead baby scam" in operation with more deceitful misrepresentation of people, both alive and dead, as property assets subject to the ownership of these villains. The Perpetrators don't care if people live or die, so long as they somehow -- officially or unofficially -- inject their patented mRNA into our natural genome, thereby securing a rationale for their claims to have both a public trust interest and a private trust interest in our assets and estates when we die, and a patent-holder interest while we live.

The entire Covid-19 Hoax was designed to inject these patented scraps of mRNA into as many people as possible, regardless of the consequences to the victims, so that the Perpetrators could continue to control the estates of the victims and assert an undisclosed patent claim on them as long as they lived.

This criminal assault against billions of innocent civilians, treating billions of people like cattle, tagging them like animals even in their graves so that their estates can be unlawfully, illegally and immorally seized upon --- this entire spectacle of genocide at the point of a needle held by an undisclosed Uniformed Officer, reeks of the cowardice, mental illness and corruption of those people and institutions responsible.

We wish for the end of all public protection afforded to these criminal Municipal Corporations and their officers, franchises, and agents -- including bankruptcy protection and the benefits of the corporate veil.

We wish for the revocation of all licenses issued to these Municipal Corporations, their Officers, and their Agents under color of law, including but not limited to Letters of Marque, Privateer Licenses issued as Bar Cards, Bar Numbers, and Bar Account Codes, Pocket Commissions issued to IRS, FBI, CIA, BATF and other Undeclared Foreign Agents, and all so-called "licenses to kill" issued to any and all police or military or mercenary forces that have been in this country, unknowingly working for franchises of these offending Municipal Corporations.

We wish for the end of all Pretenses of War among the Municipal Corporation Employees that have been allowed to stay here under the provisions of The Residence Act, and an end to any presumption that these Municipal Corporations serve us in any custodial or fiduciary capacity not explicitly and specifically granted to them as an organic law, treaty obligation, or delegated power specifically entrusted to them.

We wish for the forfeiture of the colluding banks that have acted as expediters and accomplices to these crimes against their Primary Depositors and Preferential Creditors, and the return of all public assets to the care of the lawful national
governments and the return of all private assets to the people to whom these assets naturally belong.

We wish for everyone to know that our property assets, including but not limited to the DNA of our people, and all other assets in all jurisdictions that naturally belong to our people and our lawful government are not abandoned and our claim to our assets is not compromised by all the false undisclosed registrations and other self-interested fraud schemes that have attempted to steal our identity and unlawfully convert our political status and standing.

The confusion that has resulted from all these substitution schemes is daunting, as are the name changes and same names applied to different things during different years. We do not underestimate the difficulties that all these issues cause for people who are trying to make sense of the convoluted and deliberately obfuscated facts.

What it comes down to is this: our States never participated in the so-called American Civil War, which was an undeclared, illegal Mercenary Conflict from the start.

There is no Declaration of War from our Congress related to The American Civil War.

There is no Muster Roll from any State, only States of States.

There is no Peace Treaty ending this Mercenary Conflict, only a contractual obligation established by three Public Declarations made by Territorial President Andrew Johnson guaranteeing Peace on the Land.

We are the inheritors of these Peace Declarations and contractual guarantees, grandfathered-in since 1866. The Territorial military owes us The Law of Peace and has owed us that continuously and regardless of any other circumstance or controversy.

It is our position that regardless of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s reopening of hostilities between the two Municipal Corporation Subcontractors in 1933, both those Parties resolved their differences by collusion when they signed The Declaration of Interdependence of the Governments in The United States in 1937.

Our population is owed exemption from any suspicion or maltreatment or harassment or presumption of debt and also owed all constitutional guarantees and services we are heir to since 1866; and the Employees and Agents of the Municipal Corporation Subcontractors are contractually bound together as a cooperative entity since 1937.
Our position is that both the offending Municipal Corporation Subcontractors are ultimately owned by the same Principals regardless of who operates them, so our claims are directly addressed to the Principals responsible and we bypass any illusion otherwise.

We wish for the end of all efforts to construct a modern form of Corporate Feudalism as a world government and the arrest of anyone affiliated with any Municipal Corporation still promoting this so-called agenda against the interests of our lawful national governments.

We have seen corporate feudalism and have no need to see it again.

It has not escaped our notice that Rome operated under a form of corporate feudalism that garnered both power and corruption until the entire artifice imploded under the outrage of the Visigoths. Lack of conscience, lack of moral principle, and lack of respect for law, the institutionalized evils of gambling, slavery, trading upon assets that belong to others, bribes, rigged commodity markets, trade under coercion, public trust schemes, identity theft, false trusteeships, currency, bond and bankruptcy fraud, counterfeiting and racketeering are nothing new.

We do not need to be exposed to any of these things ever again.

We wish for the complete dismemberment of the named Municipal Corporations and franchises as the implementers of this whole vast crime spree and also for the dismemberment of the WEF and UN which have provided large sums of money, credit, and other kinds of support to this crime spree by Municipal Corporations seeking to administratively and covertly undermine the lawful national governments.

We wish for the banks that have enabled and promoted these schemes as accomplices and planners to be placed under the appropriate regulatory control of our Public Law and prosecuted accordingly.

We wish for the land and soil assets of all those countries that have been impacted by these horrific crimes and conditions to be secured and returned to the lawful national governments and to the individual people they naturally belong to.

As much as possible, we wish for the victims of these crimes to immediately inherit the assets, credit, land, and profits of these criminal persons and organizations, and for the accountable national governments to resume control without any reference to any continuance of any kind of war whatsoever.
We especially wish for the dismemberment and retraining of the city-operated Municipal Corporation functioning as the CIA. This organization has been used as a pivotal part of the entire crime scheme and needs to be taken apart department by department,

All members of the CIA and FBI organizations must be retrained and repurposed and taken out of positions of trust, as they have been engaged in criminal pursuits for so long that an endemic culture of crime has been solidified within their ranks. The practice of lying to themselves, to their employers, and to the public has become institutionalized. Such an organization is of no use, because it has lost all moral compass and no longer knows the difference between truth and lies. The result of this condition is insanity.

These forms of corruption have been seen before in the history of our world, and we have no need to see them take their predictable course of destruction again.
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